
BUSINESS PLAN POSITIONING STRATEGY DEFINED

Manufacturing and service firms need to find a business area that will allow them to be competitive in the marketplace.
In this lesson, we will.

Remember, the right image packs a powerful marketing punch. One company focuses its advertising on
showing how its products differ from its competition. In an attempt to boost sales, some companies even try
and set the price which is even below the manufacturing price of that product. Test your positioning statement.
Will it withstand counterattacks from your competitors? What makes your product or service unique? For
example, a car maker may position itself as a luxury status symbol. Use the positioning statement in every
written communication to customers. The Five Guys hamburger chain has created the impression that their
hamburgers and fries are higher quality than McDonald's and Burger King. Repositioning Through
Competitive Comparisons The objective of competitive comparisons is to reposition a competitor's products in
the minds of consumers. Restricted Distribution Strategy Companies can create the perception of better value
by restricting the distribution of their products. The objective is to establish a single thing to be known as in
the mind of the consumer. Two Examples of Positioning Statements Amazon. Unlike traditional book
retailers, Amazon. Once these factors are analysed organisations can take better business decisions. Many
associate a higher price with higher quality and the opposite with a lower price. Is it difficult to copy? How's
your product or service different from those of your competitors? A business can choose to position itself
using a cost leader strategy or a differentiation business strategy. They offer different side dishes onion rings
at Burger King, french-fried potatoes at McDonald's , different toys with kids' meals a big incentive for the
under-age set , and different ways of cooking their burgers Burger King's are broiled, McDonald's, grilled.
How significant is the price? And a computer company may position itself as offering hip, innovative, and
use-friendly technology products. These statements guide the marketing and operating decisions of your
business. For example, a car manufacturer might offer a lower price in exchange for a smaller engine and
fabric upholstery instead of leather. It also involves study of tax policy which includes exemptions if any,
employment laws, environment laws, etc. Products are designed to appeal to a specific demographic group.
Low-Price Strategy Pricing is a major consideration for most consumers. Create image-marketing materials
that communicate your positioning. In a market place cluttered with lots of products and brands offering
similar benefits, a good positioning makes a brand or product stand out from the rest, confers it the ability to
charge a higher price and stave off competition from the others. Does every touch point look, say, and feel like
the brand I want my customers to perceive? Here are 15 examples: Mercedes-Benz: Engineered like no other
car in the world BMW: The ultimate driving machine Southwest Airlines: The short-haul, no-frills, and
low-priced airline Avis: We are only Number 2, but we try harder Wharton Business School: The only
business school that trains managers who are global, cross-functional, good leaders, and leveraged by
technology Famous Footwear: The value shoe store for families Miller Lite: The only beer with superior taste
and low caloric content State Farm: Like a good neighbor, State Farm is there. However, to create this
perception in the mind of the consumer, the company must focus its advertising on how its features and
benefits are superior to those of its competitors.


